TRAVLINKSOLUTIONS

Innovation in Business • Products • Markets

TravLinkSolutions
TravLinkSolutions is a business advisory firm
specialising in the leisure travel industry. Founded
by veteran tour operator CEO John Boulding, the
team at TravLinkSolutions will help wholesalers,
agents and tourism organisations in USA, Canada,
Australasia, Europe and Asia to innovate and
adapt. We’ll assist in developing new ideas,
channels and products, improving operating
profitability and increasing market share.
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The TravellingMan
The TravellingMan brand is a vehicle for sharing
the experiences and knowledge accumulated by
John over 40 plus years as a global traveller,
businessman, travel insider and senior industry
executive. Through great presentations, dramatic
storytelling and good humour, he’ll bring colour
and life to keynote speaking, conference
moderating, media presenting, communications
and blogging.

Change & Growth
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The international travel and leisure industry is
experiencing a period of unprecedented change
and growth. Consumer spend has grown
enormously, but organisations within the industry
are faced with increasingly complex issues in
delivering product development, expansion to new
markets, operational delivery, branding, digital
innovation, sustainable growth and profitability.
These major shifts call for confident responses by
quick-thinking leaders. Sometimes, the seed to
stimulate necessary change in a travel organisation
for maximum result is hard for leaders to pinpoint.
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Similarly, successful product innovation or market
growth won’t be as successful without teams having the
changing aspirations of customers at front of mind, or
the relevant experience or connections in a new
destination or market. To make the leap effectively
takes a realigning of focus through the business and
down the line in sales, operations and every area of
customer contact. TravLinkSolutions has the experience
and expertise to address the fast moving evolution of
the travel industry and will assist stakeholders in
making their transformation, providing businesses with
a clear and objective advantage.
TravLinkSolutions

Changing needs of

Customers
Guest expectations have evolved. The rise of the millennial
traveller and the use of mobile devices and apps are forcing
companies to think again about how to attract and keep customers.
Information technology has influenced everything and these winds
of change are blowing across generations, not just the young.
Distribution has also been transformed. People are thinking differently
and acting differently.
Travellers trust peer-to-peer and expect much more open interaction
from businesses. They demand far higher levels of service and businesses
are under intense pressure to surpass expectations in order to maintain
customer loyalty.
They also travel differently across all demographics, seeking hands-on experiences
and genuine interaction as a learning opportunity that will engage them in local life.
TravLinkSolutions understands travellers and their expectations and has rich experience in
the field of realigning products and communications for the new normal.
TravLinkSolutions
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Wholesalers and tour
operators understand that
customers are savvy and can
connect directly whenever
they wish.

Opportunities for

Wholesalers
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They need to find new
reasons for prospects to
book with them rather than
directly with a supplier. We
can help you innovate
product, open new markets
and engage customers in a
more personalised way.

TravLInkSolutions will assist
you in rethinking your
branding and marketing to
project your purpose and
convey your messages
though engaging imagery,
compelling stories, backed up
by rational differentials.

TravLinkSolutions

Opportunities for

Travel Agents

Travel agents need to drive
strong messaging around
personalised local service,
time-saving, expert knowledge,
packaged-up booking simplicity
and after-sale support.
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TravLinkSolutions will help you
stimulate demand and boost
your proposition through well
planned and highly targeted
initiatives, promotions and
campaigns. In today’s
environment, one can’t sit
around and wait for people to
walk through the door.

We lock into your needs and
guide you in becoming a valued
asset to your local community,
develop an active social
presence, create uniquely
packaged products and
leverage relationships with
suppliers and wholesalers at all
levels.

Opportunities for

Tourist Offices
• Tourist Offices can look to TravLinkSolutions when
they need to grow their business in both travel-trade
and consumer direct channels. We are especially
adept at putting lesser known destinations on the
map without incurring major costs or overheads.
• We have in-house video production and marketing,
and access to strong media personalities, writers and
commentators so will help you grow your presence
within your budgets.
• We're also available for in-market representation
services and will make introductions to business
partners, influencers and arrange events.

TravLinkSolutions
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Opportunities for

Core Suppliers
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Suppliers such as hotels,
venues, coach operators, car
rental or activities face
increasing competition from
similar businesses as online
distribution increasingly allows
everyone a voice and access to
customers.

TravLinkSolutions will help you
become more relevant to those
customers interested in more
complex, multiple booking
arrangements, while working
through the difficulties and
costs associated with directhandling and customer
support.

We’ll work with you to help you
better understand and market
your points of differentiation in
your proposition. We’ve got
ideas to assist you maximise
cooperatives, be true
destination specialists, and
connect with like-minded
smaller partners to create
unique products.

TravLinkSolutions

DMCs often have difficulty in reaching out to new
customers and new markets. Our background in global
markets with worldwide tour operators will give you an
edge when it comes to growing your inbound business in
new markets and with new customers.
TravLinkSolutions can also advise on source market and
traveller nuances and how you can change, develop and
better serve the needs of particular markets and
customer bases.

Opportunities for

Destination
Management
Companies

We’ll even represent you in the field and become your
‘man’ on the ground in Europe, North America,
Australasia or Asia, appointing dedicated personnel to
manage your account.

TravLinkSolutions
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Our Services

Effective Marketing
Effective marketing is so much more than
promoting your product or service. The right
strategy reaches prospective travellers and
existing customers in a cost-effective manner,
delivers a compelling message and drives
enough new business to more than justify the
expense. TravLinkSolutions will work hand-inhand with you to review current marketing
efforts, develop objectives and shape a refined
approach based on market analysis and insight.
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TravLinkSolutions

Our Services

Reviewing
Structure
An organisational structure review across a
business, or in specific departments, can be the
key exercise in reshaping and optimising an
organisation.
The goals in TravLinkSolutions consultancy
projects are often one or several of the following:
to increase productivity and performance,
eliminate dysfunction, clarify thinking, improve
coordination, simplify processes and speed up
decision-making.
We will help you review the structure, using our
experience to challenge the conventional, so you
can motivate and inspire employees at all levels.
People are your strongest asset and your
profitability will soar when they, as stakeholders,
feel valued, engaged and empowered to work to
results based targets with customer service and
product delivery at front of mind.
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TravLinkSolutions

Our Services

Branding/Design
Whether you need a big consulting project, or a one-off job,
building an incredible strategy means little if you’ve no
creative ideas. Equally, there is no point getting carried away
creatively with ideas if there is no budget to support them.
TravLinkSolutions and our team in Geneva applies this attitude
to every job: big or small, straightforward or complex, profitable
or charitable.
It’s a truism that business has no limits if you have the flair and
imagination of genuinely creative thinkers. We’ll show how
creative services deliver greater returns when they are thought
out and implemented by business heads.
Only when you ‘WOW’ your audience will you ‘WIN’ them. And,
only when you ‘KNOW’ your audience can you ‘WOW’ them.
Our team’s approach is to add analytics, strategy, planning and
creativity to every part of the digital+print adventure.
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Our Services

Product Development
Wholesalers often act as informal marketing partners for destination
based travel organisations, rather than manufacturing their own
content. It’s a low risk reactive way to build a business but it can
sometimes be based on luck and contacts, not facts and judgement.
TravLinkSolutions will help you focus on new product areas and work
with you on the data and information that’s vital when putting
together a new packaged holiday product that will sell. We’ll look at
how you can make the products your customers want, not just legacy
packages or ones your partners want to push; and we’ll help you
consider if new products can fit into existing business models,
repackaging under-utilisation of what you already have.
Tour Operators are investing more and more into developing products
for their customers. They are looking for further engaging activities
and local authenticity but often their legacy contracting teams,
operations structures and IT systems make it very hard to adapt.
We’ll work with you on these hurdles, advising on implementation or
setting up local operations to provide and curate the products that
work best for both customers and the principle. And we’ll consider
how to market your key unique selling points, and create further if
needed, it’s always achievable.
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TravLinkSolutions

Our Services

Developing New
Markets
Using our global experience and connections,
TravLinkSolutions will work with you to
explore new markets and show you how to be
a more effective ‘local’ player as you expand
your operation into regions or areas you
believe have potential for growth.
Expanding into emerging markets requires
increased cultural dexterity when negotiating
with partners or authorities and
your workforce needs to be culturally fluent
with excellent communication skills.
We’ll help you plan sales strategy, advise on
distribution, introduce you local contacts,
adapt product positioning to local consumer
needs and aspirations, and implement
marketing campaigns appropriately.
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Our Services

Travel Videos & Photography
Captivating stories, told through amazing videography and outstanding imagery, will
bring your product to life and transform the way your customers think about you and
your business. But travel is a highly specialised area, so to get the right result every time
it requires movie-makers and photographers to have a deep understanding of the
industry and traveller aspirations.
TravLinkSolutions will lock into your knowledge and expertise to conceptualise the
project, then our producer will submit plans for discussion and approval of content,
duration, scripts, destinations, budgets and outcome. Once the project is agreed, we’ll
manage the whole shoot: dealing with permissions, permits, regulations, guest waivers,
model agencies, actors and all the other complications out there in the world of real
people and selling vacations.
We’ve been involved in hundreds of commercial travel shoots across the world and have
wide experience in delivering the most effective, dynamic productions, big or small.
Whatever you need, from a re-edit of previous shoots to a major production, we’ll
provide the finished job to your agreed brief and to the budgets and deadlines you
specify.
Video content will account for 69% of all consumer internet traffic by the end of this
year, so there’s no getting around it, marketers must create new video content if they
want to broaden their reach and connect with audiences across platforms — blogs,
YouTube, social media, and search engines. In addition to great ‘in the field’ travel
videography we have a host of suggestions for additional pre-recorded B2B and B2C
video solutions.
TravLinkSolutions
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Our Services

Building Your
Communications
• As communications advisors, TravLInkSolutions
has extensive associations with talented writers,
bloggers, journalists, online influencers and travel
media.
• We’ll help you strengthen and maintain the public
image of your organisation, providing additional
support for functioning departments or working
with you to develop completely new resources.
• We’ll assist you in planning strategic
communication and proactive media relations
initiatives, as well as working to develop your
online social media and blogging presence.
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TravLinkSolutions

Our Services

Defining Your Business
Purpose
As humans we all want to understand our purpose. It’s the
definition of why we are here. Our reason for getting up in
the morning. It’s the essential constituent for a business too.
Your purpose will be bigger than any individual and will
connect your own people with your customers and prospects.
Purpose is the organisation’s raison d’être beyond targets and
profits and we’ll help you decipher it. The resulting
understanding and buy-in from stakeholders will lead to
exceptional performance, happier employees and greater
profit.
TravLinkSolutions will workshop with you and your
people to define your business purpose. Defining your
purpose will inspire your teams, engage your
customers and transform your business.
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Leadership
TravLinkSolutions is led by John Boulding, an
innovative and strategic senior executive with nearly
30 years’ experience as a CEO in the travel industry.
He has held multiple additional directorships in
specialist and global travel organisations and has
worked in youth, first-class and luxury escorted
touring; inclusive resorts; specialist and massmarket FIT; and inbound DMC.

TravLinkSolutions
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Industry Professionals
The TravLinkSolutions team and associates are all travel
industry professionals.
The team includes marketers, product developers, media
experts, video creatives and industry trainers all with wide
experience across B2B and B2C environments.
Their vision, passion and expertise will assist businesses to
break into new markets and expand their product
portfolios.
We will help review their positioning and structure while
building industry-best teams who can challenge the
conventional and achieve results based targets with
customer service, product delivery and profitability at
front of mind.
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TravLinkSolutions
• Business
TravLinkSolutions is based in
Switzerland and registered in the UK
but operates worldwide. It has
extensive commercial and distribution
relationships and media connections in
UK, Europe, USA, Canada, Australia,
New Zealand, South Africa, SE Asia,
India and China.

• Strategy & Branding • Marketing &
Communications • Representation

• Products

• Evolution & Revolution • Expanding
Destinations

• Markets

• Opening New Markets • Growing
Market Share • Increasing
Profitability

• Additional Services

• Travel Video Production • Keynote &
Conference Speaking

Email: info@travlinksolutions.com
Tel Switzerland: +41 79 192 53 06
Tel United Kingdom: +44 20 3239 6891
Tel United States: +1 315 636-0993
www.travlinksolutions.com

The TravellingMan
• Keynote Speaking
• Moderating
• Presenting
• Blogging

Note 1: TravLinkSolutions/TheTravellingMan is an Associate Member of the United States Tour Operators Association. However, TravLinkSolutions/TheTravellingMan is NOT a participant in the USTOA $1 Million
Travelers’ Assistance Program and is not held by USTOA to certain other standards required of Active Members. Note 2: Pictures and credits: JB/Pixabay/Jeff Weiner/Cannon/SimonaB

